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4HROUGHOUT  HISTORY  GOLD  HAS  BEEN  THE  MOST  WIDELY  USED 
NOBLE METAL  DUE  TO  ITS  BEAUTY  AND  PERMANENCE  'OLD  HAS 
BEEN  USED  FOR  MANY  DECORATIVE  CEREMONIAL  AND  RELIGIOUS 
ARTEFACTS FOR MANY YEARS (OWEVER DUE TO ITS UNIQUE CHEMICAL 
AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES THE USAGE OF GOLD HAS INCREASED IN A 
WIDE  RANGE  OF  INDUSTRIAL  APPLICATIONS  3OME  IMPORTANT 
PROPERTIES  OF  GOLD  ARE  ITS  HIGH  THERMAL  AND  ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY ITS EXCELLENT BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND ITS OUTSTANDING 
RESISTANCE  TO CORROSION #URRENT DIVERSE USE OF GOLD AND  ITS 
ALLOYS  RANGE  FROM  MEDICAL  IMPLANTS  THROUGH  TO  EMERGING 
NANOTECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS (OWEVER THE MAJOR CURRENT 
USES  OF  GOLD  IN  INDUSTRIAL  APPLICATIONS  ARE WITHIN  ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS  AND  IN  DENTAL  ALLOYS  ;=  %VEN  THOUGH  THE 







;= AND OTHER  TARGETING MOIETIES  ;= MAKING  THEM SUITABLE 





MODALITY  BY  SITESPECI½CALLY  LABELLING  TISSUES  OR  CELLS  OF 
INTEREST 
)N  THIS  PAPER  WE  DESCRIBE  METHODS  OF  FORMING  GOLD 
MICROSTRUCTURES USING A  VERY  LOW CONCENTRATION  SOLUTION BY 
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC  ATOMISATION  ROUTES  AND  BUBBLING 
CARRIED  OUT  VIA  A  SPECIALLYDESIGNED  AND  CONSTRUCTED  NOVEL 
4JUNCTION  DEVICE  %LECTROHYDRODYNAMIC  ATOMISATION  HAS 
BEEN EXTENSIVELY STUDIED OVER THE LAST TWO DECADES BY MANY 




TREMENDOUS  INTEREST HAS BEEN GENERATED  IN  THE USE OF  THIS 
PHENOMENON FOR ADVANCED MATERIALS PROCESSING 
)N  THIS  PROCESS  A  LIQUID  IS  FORCED  THROUGH  A  CONDUCTING 




INDIVIDUALLY  CHARGED  DROPLETS  ATOMISES	  -ANY  MODES  OF 
ATOMISATION  SUCH  AS  MICRODRIPPING  SPINDLE  CONEJET 
TOGETHER  WITH  THEIR  NUMEROUS  MANIFESTATIONS  HAVE  BEEN 


















































PARAMETERS  ARE  THE  APPLIED  VOLTAGE  TO  THE  CAPILLARY  WITH 
RESPECT TO THE GROUND ELECTRODE THE ¾OW RATE AND THE LIQUID 
PROPERTIES ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY VISCOSITY SURFACE TENSION 




4HE  MAIN  ADVANTAGE  OF  THIS  PROCESSING  ROUTE  IS  THE 
CONTROLLED  GENERATION  OF  INDIVIDUAL  DROPLETS  4HUS  THESE 
DROPLETS  GENERATED  BY  AN  ELECTRIC  ½ELD  HAVE  BEEN  USED  TO 
FORM ½LMS  AND  COATINGS  ;=  4HE DROPLETS  PRODUCED BY 
ATOMISATION  HAVE  ALSO  BEEN  USED  TO  FABRICATE  MICRO  AND 
NANOPARTICLES  FROM  SOLUTIONS  OR  COLLOIDAL  SUSPENSIONS  ;= 
AND MOREOVER THIS TECHNIQUE HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO PRODUCE 
MICROBUBBLE  SUSPENSIONS  BY  COAXIAL  ATOMISATION  ;= 
%LECTROSPRAYING  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  EMPLOYED  IN  FORMING  SELF
ASSEMBLED  NANOSTRUCTURES  ;=  AND  DEPOSITION  OF 
BIOMATERIALS  ;=  AND  BIOPOLYMERS  ;=  &URTHERMORE  THIS 
TECHNIQUE  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  USED  IN  FABRICATING  TWO  AND 
THREEDIMENSIONAL  MICROSTRUCTURES  ;=  2ECENTLY 
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC  ATOMISATION  HAS  BEEN  UTILISED  TO 
ATOMISE  HIGHLY  CONCENTRATED  CELLULAR  SUSPENSIONS  INTO  CELL 





4ETRACHLOROAURIC  ACID  (!U#L(/	  AND  TRISODIUM  CITRATE 











FROM  !LDRICH  0OLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE	  060  MOLECULAR  WEIGHT 




  POLYDISPERSITY  WERE  SYNTHESIZED  ACCORDING  TO  THE 
STANDARD  SODIUM  CITRATE  REDUCTION METHOD  ;=  BY  BOILING 
  X   - (!U#L  IN  THE  PRESENCE  OF    X  
 -  SODIUM 




FOR    MIN  IN  WATER  AND  ADDED  TO  THE  GOLD  COLLOID  4HE 
POLYMER WAS ALLOWED TO ADSORB TO THE GOLD PARTICLES OVERNIGHT 




0OLYETHYLENE  OXIDE  0%/	    PURITY	  AND  POLYETHYLENE 
GLYCOL  0%'	    PURITY	  BOTH  SUPPLIED  BY  3IGMA!LDRICH 
0OOLE  5+  AND  HAVING  AN  AVERAGE  MOLECULAR  WEIGHT  OF 
  AND    RESPECTIVELY  WERE  USED  FOR  THE 
PREPARATION OF A POLYMER SOLUTION  0%/ AND 0%' BOTH SOLIDS 
WERE MIXED AT  A WEIGHT  RATIO OF   4ETRAHYDROFURAN  4(& 
 PURITY	 SOLUTION SUPPLIED BY 3IGMA!LDRICH 0OOLE 5+ 
WAS MIXED AT  WEIGHT RATIO WITH RESPECT TO THE 0%/ AND 







%UROPE  ,TD  4ADLEY  5+	 WHICH  CAN  SUPPLY  A  VOLTAGE  UP  TO 
K6  4HE  INLET  OF  THE  NEEDLE  WAS  CONNECTED  TO  A 
(ARVARD  0($    PROGRAMMABLE  SYRINGE  PUMP 
(!26!2$ !PPARATUS  ,TD  %DENBRIDGE 5+	 USING A  SILICONE 
RUBBER TUBE AND THE ¾OW RATE OF SUSPENSION TO THE NEEDLE 
EXIT WAS VARIED BETWEEN  ¯  MS ! ½BRE OPTIC LIGHT 
SOURCE  WAS  USED  FOR  ILLUMINATION  !  MICROSCOPE  LENS  IN 
CONJUNCTION  WITH  A  HIGH  SPEED  CAMERA  7EINBERGER  !' 

















TO  A  DISC  RECORDER  WHOSE  OUTPUT  COULD  BE  SIMULTANEOUSLY 
VIEWED ON A MONITOR )N ORDER TO PREVENT THE JET FROM GETTING 
ATTRACTED AND  TRAVELLING  TOWARDS  THE  CAMERA  A PYREX  SHIELD 
WAS SET UP BETWEEN THE COAXIAL NEEDLE AND THE CAMERA
0RINTING DEVICE CON½GURATION
!  PURPOSE  BUILT  PRINTING  DEVICE  WAS  USED  TO  PATTERN 
MICROSTRUCTURES ON SUBSTRATES 4HIS DEVICE HAS BEEN USED IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH GOLD PATTERNING  ;=  AND BRIEF DETAILS  ARE 
GIVEN  HERE  4HE  DEVICE  USED  CONSISTS  OF  A  STEPPER  MOTOR 
DRIVEN $ SYSTEM 4HE 8 AND 9 TABLES ARE MOUNTED ON ONE 
ANOTHER KEEPING THE AXIS PRO½LE VERY  LOW AND THE SYSTEM 
IS  COMPUTERCONTROLLED  USING  A  PROGRAMMABLE  MOTION 
CONTROLLER ! DATUM AND AN END OF TRAVEL LIMIT SENSOR ARE ½TTED 
ON  EACH  OF  THE  TABLES  TO  TRIGGER  THE  CONTROLLER  WHEN  A 
RESPECTIVE CARRIAGE REACHES A LIMIT ! PERSPEX TABLE IS MOUNTED 
½RMLY ON THE AXIS SYSTEM 4HE TOP OF THE TABLE ACCOMMODATES 
A  FRAME  FOR  HOLDING  ½RMLY  UPTO  AN  !  SHEET  OF  SUBSTRATE 
5SING MOTION PLANNER SOFTWARE 8 AND 9 COORDINATES CAN BE 
CREATED  AND  DOWNLOADED  TO  THE  AXIS  CONTROLLER  ALLOWING 










WITHOUT  SLIPPING  AWAY  FROM  THE  JUNCTION  4HIS  DESIGN  WAS 
FOUND TO BE BOTH ROBUST AND RIGID WITHSTANDING THE VERY HIGH 
PRESSURES GENERATED AT  THE 4JUNCTION  UP TO K0A	   4HE 
TOP  TUBE OF  THE 4JUNCTION WAS CONNECTED  TO A PRESSURISED 






















SUBSEQUENTLY  PLOTTED  THE  DATA    4HE  LASER  SYSTEM  WAS 
INCORPORATED  IN  THE  ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC  ATOMISATION 
EQUIPMENT BY PLACING  IT  SO THAT  THE MM DIAMETER  LASER 
BEAM  WAS  APPROXIMATELY  AT  THE  SAME  DISTANCE  WHERE 
COLLECTION  OF  THE  DROPLETS  TOOK  PLACE  TO  FORM  DIFFERENT 
STRUCTURES  4HE  LASER  BEAM  TRAVELS  PERPENDICULAR  TO  THE 
NEEDLE  AND  MEASUREMENTS  WERE  SYNCHRONISED  WITH  THE 
APPEARANCE  OF  THE  DROPLETS  IN  THE  MEASUREMENT  ZONE  BY 
MONITORING THE DECREASE IN LASER LIGHT TRANSMISSION CAUSED BY 













*%-  #8  AND  *%/,  *%-    TRANSMISSION  ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPES THE LATTER WAS EQUIPPED WITH AN )NCA )3)3 SYSTEM 
/XFORD  )NSTRUMENTS  /XFORD  5+	  WHICH WAS  USED  TO  CARRY 
OUT  ENERGY  DISPERSIVE  8RAY  ANALYSIS  ON  THE  SAMPLES  !LL 
TRANSMISSION  ELECTRON  MICROSCOPE  4%-	  IMAGES  WERE 




$UE  TO  THE  HIGH  SURFACE  TENSION  AND  THE  HIGH  ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF THE GOLD HYDROSOL IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN 
A STABLE JET BY ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC ATOMISATION  4HEREFORE 
A  GOLD  ALCOSOL  WAS  PREPARED  AND  SUBJECTED  TO 
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC ATOMISATION AND THE DROPLETS PRODUCED 
FROM  ATOMISATION  WERE  DEPOSITED  ON  SILICON  WAFER  FOR 
FABRICATING GOLD ½LMS ;= 4HE GOLD ALCOSOL WAS STABLE AND 
NO SEDIMENTATION OCCURRED ON STANDING INDE½NITELY 4O ½ND 
OUT  THE  OPTIMUM  PARAMETERS  SUCH  AS  ¾OW  RATE  VOLTAGE 
DISTANCE AND DEPOSITION TIME THE GOLD ALCOSOL WAS SUBJECTED 




THAT  WITH  INCREASING  SPRAYING  TIME  THE  DROPLETRELICS 
AGGLOMERATE AFTER DEPOSITION 4HIS IS DUE TO SLOW EVAPORATION 
OF  THE  SOLVENT  ETHANOL	  AND  THE  HIGH  FREQUENCY  OF  THE 
DROPLETS GENERATED BY STABLE CONEJET ATOMISATION 3INCE THE 
FREQUENCY OF  THE DROPLETS PRODUCED BY  JET DISINTEGRATION  IS 
NOT EASY TO CONTROL IT WAS DECIDED TO INCREASE THE EVAPORATION 























Flow rate/ 10-11 m3s-1
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6ARIOUS MODES  OF  ATOMISATION WERE  OBSERVED WHEN  THE 
ALCOSOL  WAS  SUBJECTED  TO  ATOMISATION  &IGURE    SHOWS  THE 








)N  ALL  THESE  EXPERIMENTS  THE  DISTANCE  BETWEEN  THE  NEEDLE 
AND  SUBSTRATE  WAS  MM  AND  THE  SUBSTRATE  TEMPERATURE 
WAS SET AT #
5SING  THE  ABOVE  MENTIONED  PARAMETERS  DROPLETS  WERE 
DEPOSITED ONTO SILICON WAFER USED AS THE SUBSTRATE AT DIFFERENT 
DEPOSITION  TIMES  4HE  DEPOSITION  TIME WAS  VARIED  FROM   ¯ 
S 0RIOR TO DEPOSITION SILICON SUBSTRATES WERE CLEANED WITH 






&IGURE    SHOWS  THE  CROSS  SECTION  OF  THE  CENTRE  OF  THE 
SINTERED ½LMS AT DIFFERENT SPRAY TIMES AND &IGURE  SHOWS THE 
THICKNESS VARIATION WITH INCREASE IN SPRAY TIME !LTHOUGH THE 
½LMS  APPEAR  UNIFORM  AT  LOW MAGNI½CATION  HIGH  RESOLUTION 
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS &IGURE 	 REVEAL THAT THE ½LMS 
HAVE  A  MORPHOLOGY  CONTAINING  SEVERAL  ±HILLOCKS²  4HE 
FORMATION OF HILLOCKS IS DUE TO PREFERENTIAL LANDING OF CHARGED 
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%LECTROHYDRODYNAMIC  PRINTING  IS  AN  EMERGING  DIRECT  WRITE 
TECHNOLOGY  WHICH  USES  CHARGED  DROPLETS  TO  PATTERN 
MICROSTRUCTURES  ONTO  A  SUBSTRATE  4HE  GOLD  ALCOSOL  WAS 










FOUND  TO  BE  BENE½CIAL  TO  PRINT  ½NER  TRACKS  (OWEVER  IN 
GENERAL  INCREASE  OF  APPLIED  VOLTAGE  ULTIMATELY  RESULTED  IN 
DISCHARGE AND AT LOWER ¾OW RATES A STABLE CONEJET COULD NOT 
BE MAINTAINED FOR CONTINUOUS PATTERNING !LSO THE DISTANCE 
BETWEEN  THE  NEEDLE  AND  THE  SUBSTRATE  WAS  SELECTED  AS 
MM  AND  THE  DISTANCE  BETWEEN  THE  SUBSTRATE  AND  THE 
GROUND ELECTRODE WAS SELECTED AS MM BECAUSE THEY GAVE 
THE ½NEST LINE WIDTH WITHOUT ANY SCATTERING OF THE DROPLETS 
7HEN  THE  DISTANCE  BETWEEN  THE  SUBSTRATE  AND  NEEDLE 
SUBSTRATE AND GROUND ELECTRODE WAS INCREASED IT PRODUCED A 
SIGNI½CANT AMOUNT OF SCATTERING AND WHEN THE DISTANCE WAS 
DECREASED  A  STABLE  CONEJET  WAS  NOT  ACHIEVED  &IGURE   




M  &IGURE  	  BUT  ^   OF  THE  DROPLETS  WERE  IN  THE 
RANGE   M 4HE AVERAGE DROPLET SIZE WAS ^M 4HE 
½NEST GOLD TRACK DEPOSITED WAS ^M WIDE ;= (OWEVER 
IMMEDIATELY  AFTER DEPOSITION MOST OF  THE PARTICLES  CAN BE 




























OF  THE PARTICLES  IN  THE  SOLUTION  II	 WEAK  VAN DER WAALS  AND 
CAPILLARY FORCES ¯  NOT STRONG ENOUGH TO ATTRACT ALL THE PARTICLES 






















































DROPLET  GENERATION  AGAIN  A  HEATING  DEVICE  WAS  USED  TO 
INCREASE  THE  SUBSTRATE  TEMPERATURE  TO  INCREASE  THE 







RATE  AND  THE  APPLIED  VOLTAGE  WERE  VARIED  FROM    ¯    K6 
AND    ¯    MS  RESPECTIVELY  IN  ORDER  TO  DETERMINE 
THE  OPTIMUM  SPRAYING  CONDITIONS  FOR  TEMPLATEASSISTED 
PATTERNING 4HUS THE ¾OW RATE WAS SELECTED AS  X  MS 













OBTAINED  USING  OTHER  TECHNIQUES  SUCH  AS  MICRO  CONTACT 
PRINTING AND LITHOGRAPHY ALTHOUGH IT MUST BE NOTED WELL THAT 
THIS  TECHNIQUE  IS  ECONOMICAL  AND  EASY  TO  OPERATE  ALSO WE 
HAVE USED A VERY LOW CONCENTRATION OF GOLD PARTICULATES AND 
THIS IS VERY HELPFUL FOR GOLD CONSERVATION  )N ORDER TO REDUCE 
THE  TRACK  SIZE  WE  HAVE  ATTEMPTED  THIS  TEMPLATEASSISTED 
TRACK PREPARATION 
#U  TEMPLATES  WERE  USED  IN  CONJUNCTION  WITH  DROPLETS 






DROPLETRELICS  THUS  DEFORMING  THE  TEMPLATE  PATTERN  4HIS  IS 
DUE TO SLOW EVAPORATION OF THE CARRIER LIQUID NAMELY ETHANOL 














)N  ORDER  TO  ENCAPSULATE  GOLD  PARTICLES  IN  A  ½BRE  COAXIAL 
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY WAS EMPLOYED 








HYDROSOL WAS  FORCED  INTO  THE  INNER NEEDLE  AND  THE APPLIED 
VOLTAGE  WAS  INCREASED  GRADUALLY  3UBSEQUENTLY  POLYMER 
SOLUTION  WAS  FORCED  THROUGH  THE  OUTER  NEEDLE  AND 
SIMULTANEOUSLY THE APPLIED VOLTAGE WAS INCREASED IN ORDER TO 
MAINTAIN THE STABILITY OF THE COAXIAL JET 







POLYMER  ½BRES  HAVING  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  ENCAPSULATED 
WITHIN THEM &IGURE 	 
&IGURE  C  SHOWS  4%-  IMAGES  OF  THE  ½BRES WHICH WERE 
COLLECTED    MM  BELOW  THE  NEEDLE  EXIT  &ROM  THE  4%- 
IMAGES IT´S APPARENT THAT THE GOLD NANOPARTICLES DISPERSE IN A 
RANDOM ORDER  THIS  IS DUE TO TURBULENT ¾OW ENCOUNTERED  IN 
THE JETTING OPERATION WHICH CAUSES INTENSE MIXING IN THE CONE 
;=  4HE MIXING OF  THE GOLD  ALCOSOL  AND  THE POLYMERIC 
MEDIUM HAS HELPED THE TURBULENT ¾OW AND THE DISPERSION OF 
THE GOLD NANOPARTICLES IN THE PRODUCT "Y CAREFUL TAILORING OF 
THE  GOLD  CONCENTRATION  AND  THE  PROCESSING  PARAMETERS  IT 
SHOULD BE POSSIBLE TO REACH THE PERCOLATION THRESHOLD IN THE 




-ICROBUBBLES  ARE  VERY  IMPORTANT  VEHICLES  IN  MEDICAL 
DIAGNOSTICS  AND  THEY  ARE  ALSO  SIGNI½CANT  THERAPEUTIC 
AGENTS ;= AND THIS MARKET IS ONLY JUST BEING EXPLORED /NE 
IMPORTANT METHOD OF STABILISING MICROBUBBLES AND ENHANCING 





























)N  ORDER  TO  BUBBLE  SUCCESSFULLY  THE  SURFACE  TENSION  OF  THE 
GOLD HYDROSOL NEED TO BE REDUCED )N ORDER TO ACHIEVE THIS A 
SMALL  AMOUNT  OF  SURFACTANT  POLYETHYLENEGLYCOLSTEARATE 
0%'3	 WAS ADDED TO THE GOLD SUSPENSION AND DISPERSED 
USING  A  SONICATOR  -ISONIX  8,  ,ABCAIRE  $ORSET  5+	 
OPERATING  AT  AN  AVERAGE POWER  OF  7  LEVEL    ¯      VARIED 
CONTINUOUSLY	  FOR  S  TO  YIELD  AN  AQUEOUS  SUSPENSION 
CONTAINING    WT  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  AND    WT 
0%'3
)N  THE  NEXT  SET  OF  EXPERIMENTS  LIQUID  ¾OW  RATE  WAS 
MAINTAINED  AT    X    M  S  AND  AIR  PRESSURE  WAS 
MAINTAINED AT K0A )N ORDER TO PREVENT THE LIQUID ¾OWING 
UPSTREAM  THE  AIR  PRESSURE  WAS  INCREASED  TO  SUITE  !S  AIR 
PRESSURE WAS INCREASED THE AIR STREAM STARTS BREAKING UP AT 
CONSTANT  RATE  AND  THIS  EVENT  IS  REPEATABLE  7HEN  THE  AIR 








IN  &IGURE  A	  ½RST  THE  AIR  JET  ENTERS  LIQUID  COLUMN 
DOWNSTREAM TO ESTABLISH TWOPHASE ¾OW 4HE INTRODUCTION OF 
AIR  IN  THE  LIQUID COLUMN REDUCES EFFECTIVE AREA  FOR  LIQUID  TO 
¾OW  THUS  INCREASING  LIQUID  PRESSURE  AT  THE  INTERFACE  TO 
MAINTAIN THE CONSTANT ¾OW RATE IMPOSED BY THE PUMP THUS 
THERE  WILL  BE  A  SHARP  INCREASE  IN  LIQUID  PRESSURE  !  SHARP 






THE  4JUNCTION  AND  SUBSEQUENTLY  INVESTIGATED  BY  OPTICAL 
MICROSCOPY  4HE  AVERAGE  DIAMETER  OF  THE  BUBBLES  WAS 
^M  &IGURE  E	  AND  THE  POLYDISPERSITY  OF  OBTAINED 
BUBBLES WERE  IN  THE  RANGE   &OR  FURTHER ANALYSIS  THE 




VACUUM  OVERNIGHT  TO  FACILITATE  FREEZE  DRYING  4HE  FREEZE
DRIED STRUCTURES WERE INVESTIGATED USING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY  $UE  TO  CAPILLARY  FORCES  BETWEEN  THE  PARTICLES 
THE  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  ASSEMBLED  AT  THE  INTERFACE  OF  THE 
MICROBUBBLE &IGURE 	 "Y USING ½NER CAPILLARIES EVEN ½NER 
BUBBLES CAN BE PREPARED THIS WAY 4HIS WORK IS IN PROGRESS AS 




A  VERY  LOW  CONCENTRATION  OF  GOLD  SOLUTIONS  ^  WT  	 
CONTAINING  NM  DIAMETER  PARTICULATES  TO  PREPARE  A  WIDE 
RANGE OF STRUCTURES 'OLD ½LMS WITH A THICKNESS RANGING FROM 
^NM  HAVE  BEEN  PRODUCED  BY  ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC 
ATOMISATION "Y USING A COMPUTERCONTROLLED PRINTING DEVICE 















TEMPLATES  IN  CONJUNCTION  WITH  ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC 
ATOMISATION HAVE BEEN USED TO FABRICATE TRACKS OF ^M "Y 
COAXIAL ELECTROSPINNING GOLD NANOPARTICLES WERE ENCAPSULATED 







FOR  THE  PROVISION  OF  THE  GOLD  NANOPARTICLE  SOLUTIONS  323 
ACKNOWLEDGES  THE  0H$  SCHOLARSHIP  AWARDED BY 5#, WHICH 
ENABLED THIS WORK 4HE HELP OF THE #HEMISTRY AND !RCHAEOLOGY 
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